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ABSTRACT6

When climate is forced by a doubling of CO2, a number of feedback processes are induced,7

such as changes of water vapor, clouds and surface albedo. Here the CO2 forcing and8

concomitant feedbacks are studied individually using a general circulation model coupled to9

an aquaplanet mixed layer ocean. A technique for fixing the radiative e!ects of moisture10

and clouds by re-using these variables from 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 equilibrium climates in11

the model’s radiation code allows for a detailed decomposition of forcings, feedbacks and12

responses. The cloud feedback is in this model found to have a weak global average e!ect13

and surface albedo feedbacks have been eliminated. As in previous studies, the water vapor14

feedback is found to approximately double climate sensitivity, but while its radiative e!ect15

is strongly amplified at low latitudes, the resulting response displays about the same degree16

of polar amplification as the full all-feedbacks experiment. In fact, atmospheric energy17

transports are found to change in a way that yields the same meridional pattern of response18

as when the water vapor feedback is turned o!. We conclude that while the water vapor19

feedback does not in itself lead to polar amplification by increasing the ratio of high- to20

low-latitude warming, it does double climate sensitivity both at low and high latitudes. A21

polar amplification induced by other feedbacks in the system, such as the Planck and lapse22

rate feedbacks here, is thus strengthened in the sense of increasing the di!erence in high and23

low latitude warming.24
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1. Introduction25

The climate system responds by warming or cooling when subjected to external forcing26

inducing a radiative imbalance at the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA). The climate change in27

turn invokes a number of feedback processes which further alter the TOA radiative imbalance28

and the climate response. A forcing due to an increase of greenhouse gases has its largest29

radiative e!ect in the tropical regions (e.g., Hansen et al. 2005), but model experiments reveal30

that the surface air temperature (SAT) response is largest at polar latitudes, an e!ect which31

is referred to as polar amplification (e.g., Manabe and Wetherald 1975; Holland and Bitz32

2003). In fact, recent climate change, which is attributed mainly to greenhouse gas forcing,33

is characterized by a larger temperature change in the Arctic than at lower latitudes (Rigor34

et al. 2000; Johannessen et al. 2004; Graversen et al. 2008). This high-latitude temperature35

amplification is believed to be caused by the surface albedo feedback (Manabe and Wetherald36

1975; Manabe and Stou!er 1980; Serreze et al. 2009; Screen and Simmonds 2010a,b), changes37

of the meridional heat transport in both the atmosphere (Alexeev 2003; Graversen 2006;38

Langen and Alexeev 2007; Zhang et al. 2008; Graversen et al. 2008; Serreze et al. 2009)39

and the ocean (Polyakov et al. 2010; Spielhagen et al. 2011), and the weak vertical mixing40

in the Arctic lower troposphere (Manabe and Wetherald 1975). Also increasing amounts of41

black carbon on snow may be a contributing factor to the recent Arctic temperature increase42

(Shindell and Faluvegi 2009).43

Feedback mechanisms associated with, for instance, changes of water vapor, lapse rate,44

surface albedo, and clouds modify the climate response. The water vapor feedback is positive45

and believed to approximately double the SAT response (e.g., Held and Soden 2000; Soden46

et al. 2008). The atmospheric lapse rate is changed during global warming and at low47

latitudes excess energy at the surface is transported by convection to higher altitudes from48

where it is e"ciently radiated to space. The opposite is the case at high latitudes where49

convection is suppressed by the stably stratified atmosphere. As a result, the lapse rate50

feedback is likely negative at low latitudes and positive at high latitudes, but is believed to51
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be negative in global average (Soden and Held 2006). The surface albedo feedback is positive52

and has a small global but significant high-latitude e!ect (e.g., Winton 2006). Clouds yield53

both a greenhouse e!ect warming the Earth’s surface, and an albedo e!ect, which tends54

to cool climate. In today’s climate, the total cloud radiative e!ect is to cool the planet55

(e.g., Schneider 1972; Ramanathan et al. 1989), but when it comes to the cloud feedback,56

models tend to disagree. In most state-of-the-art models, clouds provide a positive feedback57

during the A1B emission scenario corresponding to approximately a CO2 doubling over the58

21st century (Soden et al. 2008). However, the spread among the models is large and some59

models show a weak or even negative cloud feedback. Other processes within the climate60

system, which constitute only weak feedbacks may still be important for the climate response.61

For instance, a change of the meridional heat transport may induce large regional e!ects,62

although its impact on the global TOA radiative balance is rather small.63

A breakdown of the SAT response into the part directly related to the forcing and the64

parts resulting from each of the feedbacks is a di"cult task, since the involved processes65

operate simultaneously and are mutually dependent. A warming due to the water vapor66

feedback, for instance, will cause further ice melt and warming due to the surface albedo67

feedback. As a further complication, the feedbacks mask each other. The radiative e!ect68

of water vapor changes is modified by the presence of clouds, and the radiative e!ect of69

cloud changes is dependent on the albedo of the surface below the clouds. Nevertheless, a70

decomposition of the feedbacks is valuable as it provides detailed insight into how the climate71

system reacts to forcings. It may, for example, shed further light on the processes important72

for the Arctic temperature amplification.73

Di!erent approaches have been taken in order to obtain a decomposition of the feedbacks74

invoked by a radiative forcing. The cloud feedback has been studied by fixing the sea surface75

temperatures (SST) at two di!erent levels in general circulation models (Cess et al., 1990).76

Here, the cloud feedback was estimated from the change of the cloud forcing calculated from77

the di!erence between TOA net radiation for cloudy and clear sky. It has, however, been78
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noted that cloud forcing may change even if cloud properties are unchanged between the two79

SST levels (e.g., Zhang et al. 1994; Soden et al. 2008). A part of the cloud forcing change is80

thus due only to di!erences in cloud masking of the other feedbacks - especially the water81

vapor feedback - at the two SST levels.82

An o!-line approach, where the feedback processes are examined individually using a83

single column energy balance model (Hansen et al. 1994), or the full radiation codes from84

climate models (Wetherald and Manabe 1988; Colman 2003), has been used more widely to85

separate the feedbacks. In this so-called partial radiative perturbation (PRP) approach, the86

fields associated with a given feedback are set at two levels, corresponding to the control and87

perturbed climate, in the radiation code while keeping all other fields at the control state.88

The di!erence in radiation between the two settings provides the radiative e!ect associated89

with the feedback in question. In the PRP approach, it is important that correlation e!ects90

are taken into account (Colman and McAvaney 1997; Soden et al. 2008). If, for instance,91

humidity and clouds are related, clouds will partly mask or amplify the greenhouse e!ect of92

humidity. A de-correlation of the two in the standard o!-line method outlined above will93

thus in itself contribute spuriously to the radiative e!ect of water vapor. Another diagnos-94

tic method based on radiative kernels has been undertaken to circumvent the correlation95

problems. In this method, mean perturbations rather than di!erences between temporally96

varying states are used to estimate the radiative e!ect associated with a given feedback97

(Soden and Held 2006; Soden et al. 2008).98

Dufresne and Bony (2008) illustrated elegantly how diagnosed feedback factors may be99

inverted to give a decomposition of the surface warming into contributions from the indi-100

vidual feedbacks by assuming linearity. A drawback of this inverse calculation is that the101

feedback factors need to be known and that it is not straightforward to determine spatial102

patterns in the decomposition. A locking of feedbacks on-line in the climate model as per-103

formed in this study provides a more direct feedback decomposition. One advantage is that104

the response to the feedbacks in terms of, for example, the regional SAT change can be105
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studied in detail. A disadvantage is that the on-line locking of the feedbacks is technically106

demanding and will likely become even more so as the complexity of models increases. One107

thing to consider is that also here the de-correlation e!ects have to be taken into account.108

Such an on-line approach has been taken in order to study the feedbacks of clouds (Wether-109

ald and Manabe 1988), water vapor (Hall and Manabe 1999), and surface albedo (Hall 2004;110

Bitz 2008; Graversen and Wang 2009). In these studies, doubling CO2 experiments with free111

feedbacks are compared to similar experiments with the feedback in question suppressed.112

In this design, however, the SAT response cannot be solely attributed to the feedback in113

question since leaving this feedback free will in itself invoke other feedbacks. In the above114

mentioned water vapor experiment, for example, the SAT response from a doubling of CO2115

was 3.2 times larger when the water vapor feedback was included than when it was sup-116

pressed. This high value was partly attributed to enhancement of other feedbacks such as117

those of surface albedo and clouds. These feedbacks were further activated when the water118

vapor induced warming was included (Hall and Manabe 1999).119

Here we use the on-line method but take a more comprehensive approach than the above120

studies by locking both the water vapor and the cloud fields simultaneously. In addition, we121

suppress the surface albedo feedback by using an aquaplanet model with no sea ice. Thereby122

the responses due to water vapor and cloud feedbacks can be e!ectively separated from each123

other and from the surface albedo feedback. This separation allows for a more detailed124

attribution of the meridional structure of the temperature response in terms of forcing and125

feedback processes.126

2. Experimental configuration127

The National Center for Atmospheric Research CAM3 model (Collins et al. 2006) is128

employed in a configuration that has been modified somewhat from its original distributed129

form. In addition to the specification of cloud and moisture variables in the radiation code as130
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described below, we have made a number of further simplifications to the model configuration131

in order to ease the interpretation and clearer illustrate the e!ects; we have thus i) removed132

the continents leaving a flat, water covered aquaplanet-Earth, ii) removed sea ice such that133

even sub-freezing points are treated as open ocean, iii) fixed the albedo in all points to 0.15 at134

all times, iv) symmetrized all input files such as aerosol and ozone between the hemispheres135

and v) set the eccentricity of Earth’s orbit to zero in order to leave the solar forcing symmetric136

between the hemispheres while still retaining the seasonal cycle. In addition, when the model137

is run in slab ocean mode, a smooth and hemispherically symmetric ocean heat transport138

convergence (“q-flux”) is used to transport 1 PW (1015 W) from low to high latitudes and139

a mixed layer depth of 50 m is used in all points at all times. The choice of ocean heat140

transport strength will influence the equilibrium climate obtained with the model, and with141

the round-number choice of 1 PW the model exhibits a reasonable annual mean climate. The142

strength is kept constant across all experiments and thus provides no feedback to the system.143

The model is run with a Eulerian spectral dynamical core with a horizontal resolution of144

T42, which corresponds to about 2.8!"2.8!, and 26 hybrid-sigma levels in the vertical. The145

solar constant is set to 1365 W m"2 and the control CO2 concentration (1"CO2 henceforth)146

is 355 ppm. In spite of these simplifying changes, the model is still a full atmospheric GCM147

with all physics and dynamics included as in the distributed version of the CAM3 (Collins148

et al. 2006). This study may thus be seen partly as an example of the feedback-locking149

technique applied in a model with a broad user-base, and the authors are pleased to share150

the code necessary to set up similar experiments.151

Running the model forward with the above changes and with clouds and water vapor152

calculated interactively yields a control climate as illustrated by the annual mean zonally153

averaged surface temperature curve displayed in Figure 1 a. This climate is taken as an av-154

erage over 30 years of integration after a 20 year spinup period. Doubling of the atmospheric155

CO2 concentration to 710 ppm (2"CO2) results in the annual and zonal average climate156

also shown in Figure 1 a. The surface temperature change as a result of the CO2 change is157
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shown by the curve marked dT (right axis). The global average temperature change is 1.65158

K, as compared to the climate sensitivity of the CAM3 coupled to a slab ocean model in159

the standard configuration with continents and sea ice of 2.47 K (Kiehl et al. 2006). The160

response shows a clear polar amplified pattern with equatorial warming of less than 1.4 K161

and polar warming of up to 2.2 K. It is this polar amplification we aim to dissect in terms162

of direct e!ects of the CO2 forcing and the feedback e!ects from clouds and water vapor.163

a. Deactivating cloud and water vapor feedbacks164

To deactivate water vapor and cloud feedbacks, we read out and re-use the water vapor165

and cloud fields from the 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 experiments. We do this by reading out hourly166

values for the three dimensional fields of water vapor and five cloud parameters, namely cloud167

fraction, cloud liquid water, cloud ice and e!ective radii of liquid droplets and ice crystals.168

The water vapor and the cloud feedbacks are then locked by reading these fields back into169

the model and letting them substitute the on-line produced fields in the model’s radiation170

code. It is important to stress that we are not replacing the water vapor and clouds in the171

rest of the code and hydrological processes such as evaporation, latent heat transport and172

precipitation are thus performed with the model’s interactively calculated fields.173

In Figure 1 b and c are shown the annual and zonal mean changes in water vapor and174

cloud fraction, respectively. The water vapor mixing ratio increases everywhere but most175

strongly near the surface and at low latitudes. Cloud fraction is more complex and displays176

an upward shift of the equatorial deep convective cloud tops, a decrease in mid-latitude177

cloudiness and increases in high-latitude cloudiness. We only show the mean changes but178

as demonstrated in previous studies (e.g., Schneider et al. 1999; Vavrus 2004; Langen and179

Caballero 2007) the variability of cloud and moisture fields are vital for reproducing the180

radiation fields properly. It is for this reason that we perform the read-out and read-in at181

one-hourly resolution.182

Throughout the study we will be discussing experiments in which cloud variables and183
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moisture variables are combined in various ways from their 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 distributions.184

It is worth noting that the moisture field, for instance, from the 2"CO2 climate comprises the185

full change, which includes the change that arises due to the direct warming from CO2 along186

with the changes that arise due to the water vapor and cloud feedback induced warmings.187

If, for example, the climate change induces a cloud change, which induces a temperature188

change which, in turn, induces a moisture change, this moisture change will be taken as189

part of the water vapor feedback even though it would not have occurred unless the clouds190

had changed. In some sense, the feedbacks are thus aliased somewhat into each other but191

this is also the case when performing the feedback calculations using the o!-line approach192

(e.g., Wetherald and Manabe 1988; Colman 2003). Especially the water vapor feedback is193

expected to enhance other feedbacks considerably, since it is responsible for around half the194

response associated with a CO2 change. We do, however, go one step further compared to195

other on-line feedback studies in that we are able to lock other feedbacks than just the one196

we are studying. When we, for instance, turn on the water vapor feedback by using moisture197

from the 2"CO2 climate, we only get the water vapor contribution to the radiation change198

and not an associated change in clouds or surface albedo.199

A related concern is whether it is reasonable to combine cloud, water vapor and dynamical200

fields that do not correspond to the same synoptic situation. We run the dynamical core201

and the hydrologic cycle forward while specifying clouds and moisture from files and, as we202

discuss next, we even take care to shift the cloud and moisture fields in time relative to each203

other. This clearly has the potential to create some rather unphysical states where the model,204

for example, encounters clear skies and sunshine in the middle of a storm. This is, however,205

not deemed problematic for the present study since i) water vapor is only specified in the206

radiation code, so the dynamical feedbacks associated with heat and moisture advection and207

latent heat release are retained and thus continue to support cyclogenesis as in the ’free’208

experiments, and ii) as will be shown, the e!ects nevertheless turn out to combine linearly209

such that the individual e!ects of changing CO2, clouds and moisture sum up to the e!ect210
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seen when all are changed simultaneously.211

b. Specified SST experiments212

Before proceeding with the slab ocean experiments with locked clouds and water vapor, it213

is illustrative and important to evaluate the radiative e!ects of the CO2-doubling, the cloud214

change and the water vapor change. To do this, we first produced symmetrized versions of215

the SST climatologies from the 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 experiments (with the symmetrization216

shifted six months between the hemispheres). Then the model was run with SSTs specified217

to these climatologies thus producing cloud and moisture data sets corresponding to each.218

These were then re-used in new specified SST, or so-called data ocean model (dom), runs219

where 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 cloud and moisture fields were combined as summarized in Table 1.220

The naming convention is such that if CO2 enters in the name, then CO2 has been doubled221

in the radiation code, if WV enters in the name, then water vapor has been taken from222

the 2"CO2 experiment (elsewise from the 1"CO2 experiment), and if CLD enters in the223

name, then cloud variables have been taken from the 2"CO2 experiment (elsewise from the224

1"CO2 experiment). If the word “shift” is appended to the name, it indicates that, as225

explained below, the water vapor and cloud fields have been shifted by one year relative to226

each other. As an example, the experiment domWV&CLD has 1"CO2 in the atmosphere,227

while water vapor and clouds have been taken from the 2"CO2 experiment and have not been228

shifted relative to each other. Taking the di!erences between the TOA radiation budgets229

in these experiments allows an assessment of the fixed SST radiative forcing (as advocated230

by Alexeev 2003; Shine et al. 2003; Hansen et al. 2005) due to the CO2 change and the231

feedbacks due to clouds and moisture. It has been demonstrated (e.g., Gregory and Webb232

2008; Andrews and Forster 2008) that the fixed SST forcing includes indirect contributions233

from both stratospheric and tropospheric adjustment, such that it better represents the234

imbalance that the surface temperatures must adjust to.235

Before doing this, however, we need to consider and discount the e!ects that arise be-236
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cause the cloud and moisture fields are correlated in time in the runs that produce them.237

This correlation could be retained if moisture and cloud fields were always taken from the238

same climate, i.e., 1"CO2 or 2"CO2, but since the idea is to study the e!ects of the two239

separately, this is not possible. We need to be able to take moisture and clouds from di!erent240

runs and we are faced with the problem of losing the correlation between the fields. The241

e!ect of this is seen by comparing the TOA radiation budgets in runs in which cloud and242

moisture fields are simultaneous and in runs where they have been shifted relative to each243

other by one year. In Figure 2 a, the solid line is the di!erence in TOA radiation calculated244

as domCTRLshift#domCTRL and the dashed line is domWV&CLDshift#domWV&CLD.245

In both cases the de-correlation leads to a warming tendency of about 1 W m"2 globally.246

This means, for instance, that comparing a run where clouds are replaced by their 2"CO2247

counterpart, to a control run where clouds and moisture are correlated, would show both248

the part of the radiation change due to the de-correlation e!ect and the part due to the249

cloud change. The solution is to also de-correlate the water vapor and cloud fields in the250

control run by shifting them relative to each other, and instead of having correlations in some251

experiments and not in others, we thereby make sure that the correlation is excluded in all252

experiments. Hereby the correlation e!ect is e!ectively excluded from the feedback estima-253

tions. As a check on whether this gives valid results, Figure 2 b shows the radiative e!ect254

of changing cloud and moisture fields from their 1"CO2 to their 2"CO2 climatologies both255

when they have been shifted (solid, domWV&CLDshift#domCTRLshift) and when they256

have not been shifted (dashed, domWV&CLD#domCTRL). The fact that the two curves257

are almost identical confirms that removing the correlation e!ect from both the changed258

experiment and the control leads to the correct result while minimizing the correlation bias.259

c. Slab ocean experiments260

After using the data ocean experiments to determine the radiative e!ects associated with261

the individual changes, the slab ocean model is used to examine the climate response to these262
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e!ects. The same slab ocean configuration is used as was done to generate the 1"CO2 and263

2"CO2 climates with interactive clouds, with the exception that cloud and moisture fields264

now are specified. As demonstrated previously, it is important to remove the correlation265

e!ect from the experiments and in all the slab ocean experiments this is done as standard. We266

therefore exclude the “shift” from the naming of slab ocean experiments, and the experiment267

CTRL, for example, thus has 1"CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and uses both clouds268

(five variables) and water vapor from the 1"CO2 experiment which have been shifted 1 year269

relative to each other. Apart from the exclusion of the “shift”, the naming is the same as270

for the data ocean experiments and a total of eight di!erent cases were run as outlined in271

the lower half of Table 1: CTRL (corresponding to a control with specified fields), CLD,272

WV, WV&CLD, CO2 (corresponding to a no-feedbacks 2"CO2 experiment), CO2&CLD,273

CO2&WV and CO2&WV&CLD (corresponding to an all-feedbacks experiment).274

The experiments have all been run for 50 years and in the following, all averages are taken275

over the last 30 years. As expected from the symmetric configuration, the results display a276

large degree of symmetry between the hemispheres. To ease readability we have thus chosen277

to show all results as averaged and symmetrized between the hemispheres.278

3. Results279

In Figure 3 a the dashed line shows the fixed SST radiative forcing due to doubling CO2280

calculated as domCO2shift#domCTRLshift. This forcing has a global average of 3.4 W m"2
281

and displays a strengthening at low latitudes. In comparison, the radiative e!ect of chang-282

ing the water vapor is shown by the solid curve (domWV#domCTRLshift). This feedback283

has a global average of 3.5 W m"2 with a stronger equatorial focus. The cloud feedback284

(domCLD#domCTRLshift), shown in Figure 3 b, displays large meridional di!erences with285

cooling tendencies at low and high latitudes and warming tendencies at mid-latitudes. Inter-286

preting this pattern is rather complicated since, as demonstrated by Langen and Caballero287
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(2007), it depends on both the mean change and the change in the variability and has both288

short- and longwave components. Its global mean, however, is only 0.02 W m"2 and, as will289

be shown next, the surface temperature response to the cloud change is much smaller than290

that to the water vapor and CO2 changes.291

a. Decomposition of the warming292

Figure 4 a displays the individual surface temperature responses in the slab ocean293

experiments to the CO2 change (dashed, CO2#CTRL), the water vapor change (solid,294

WV#CTRL) and the cloud change (dotted, CLD#CTRL). The two former have quite sim-295

ilar expressions with global averages of about 0.8 K and a polar amplified shape while the296

response to the cloud change is weaker with a global average of only 0.07 K.297

In panel b of Figure 4 is shown the surface temperature response in the case of including298

cloud, water vapor and CO2 e!ects (solid, CO2&WV&CLD#CTRL) along with the sum of299

the curves corresponding to the individual e!ects (dashed). The similarity between these two300

curves illustrates that the model climate responds approximately linearly to a combination301

of the e!ects; not just in terms of global means but also in terms of the spatial patterns.302

This is useful, since it allows us to decompose the resulting response into the individual303

contributions. As a final verification of the methodology, we show in the same panel the304

change in the “free” 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 experiments (dotted). The fact that this curve305

lines up with the others, indicates that our fixing and decomposition of e!ects is a sensible306

approach to understanding the “free” experiment.307

It is also interesting to examine the e!ect of the water vapor and cloud feedbacks in308

1"CO2 and 2"CO2 background climates. Figure 5 shows this di!erence for water vapor309

(panel a) and clouds (panel b), respectively: the solid curve is the e!ect of changing to 2"CO2310

water vapor (clouds) in a 1"CO2 climate (WV#CTRL) and the dashed shows the same using311

1"CO2 water vapor (clouds) in a 2"CO2 climate (CO2&WV&CLD#CO2&CLD). In both312

cases, the two curves are very similar underlining the linearity of the response. The moisture313
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e!ect is, however, generally slightly weaker in the warm background climate consistent with314

the same water vapor increase having a weaker radiative e!ect in an optically thicker 2"CO2315

atmosphere. The di!erence in the cloud e!ects has a less obvious interpretation.316

Figure 6 shows the annual mean, zonal average atmospheric temperature response for317

the individual forcings and feedbacks along with their collective e!ect, their sum and the318

response in the “free” experiment. In comparison to those of water vapor and CO2, the e!ect319

of the cloud feedback is seen to be small near the surface. It displays somewhat larger but320

still comparatively weak response in the mid- to upper-troposphere. The water vapor and321

CO2 e!ects yield tropospheric warming that is strongest near the surface at high latitudes322

and near the tropopause at low latitudes. These features are typical in warming experiments323

driven by either greenhouse gas or shortwave e!ects (e.g., Cubasch et al. 1997) and arise due324

to the di!erent stratifications at low and high latitudes. The stratospheric cooling in the325

CO2 experiment is also typical and due to the increased emissivity, an e!ect which is less326

pronounced in the WV experiment where mainly tropospheric emissivity is increased by327

increasing water vapor.328

The similarity of panels d and e in Figure 6 demonstrates again that the linear decom-329

position into the contributions from CLD, WV and CO2 is valid and their similarity with330

panel f demonstrates that the fixed-fields experiments provide a sensible way of analyzing331

the free-fields response. It is worth noting that the maximum warming at high latitudes332

occurs at about 700 hPa in all three panels and not at the very surface. Moreover, the333

contributions to this warming from panels a-c show that in these experiments, the elevated334

warming arises due to the changes in clouds, while both WV and CO2 e!ects yield a surface335

amplified warming.336

Returning to Figure 4 b, a closer look reveals that the sum of e!ects (dashed) ceases337

to closely follow the two other curves (All e!ects: solid and Free feedback exp: dotted) at338

mid-to-high latitudes. Here, the linearity of the response seems less perfect and at mid-339

latitudes the sum of e!ects underestimates the actual response and poleward of about 70!340
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it overestimates it. Instead of combining all three e!ects as in Figure 4 b, the three possible341

pairs of e!ects have also been considered (not shown). This reveals that the non-linearity342

is seen only in the two combinations including the CLD change. Conversely, the linearity343

holds at all latitudes when only WV and CO2 e!ects are considered and we will focus on344

these two in the following.345

b. Water vapor feedback and heat transport contributions346

Comparing the meridional profiles of the radiative e!ects of WV and CO2 in Figure 3347

a and those of the associated surface temperature responses in Figure 4 a, it is remarkable348

that while the radiative e!ects are quite di!erent, the responses are fairly similar. Appar-349

ently there must be an adjustment of the meridional heat transport allowing the climate to350

equilibrate with this temperature response. In Figure 7 a-c is shown the response in north-351

ward atmospheric energy transport in the WV and CO2 experiments and its decomposition352

into dry static and latent energy components. In panels d-f is shown for completeness the353

change in the experiment with both WV and CO2 changed (solid) compared to the sum of354

the responses in the WV and CO2 experiments (dashed). As has been found in the previous355

results, linearity also applies here.356

In the WV experiment (black solid lines in Figure 7 a-c), the changes in the dry static357

and latent energy transports show latitudinal structures similar to those of the background358

climate (grey lines, right axis), hereby increasing the transport and retaining the positions359

of relative minima and maxima. In the CO2 experiment (black dashed lines), on the other360

hand, the change in mid-latitude latent heat release is shifted poleward and coincides with361

a decrease in dry static energy transport such that outside the tropics, there is a near-362

cancellation of the two components. In an attempt to diagnose the reason for the di!erence363

in the mid-latitude dry static energy transport response in the WV and CO2 experiments364

(Figure 7 b), we will view the sensible heat component as a result of transient eddies di!using365

a meridional temperature gradient. In this picture, the transport is proportional to the366
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gradient and the di!usivity given by the eddy kinetic energy,367

H $

!

#
dT

dy

"

· EKE, (1)

where $ denotes positive proportionality and EKE is the transient eddy kinetic energy given368

by u#2 + v#2/2. In a dry dynamic framework, we may expect the EKE to be proportional to369

the Eady growth rate,370

!BI = 0.31f

#

#

dV
dz

#

#

N
, (2)

where N =
$

gd ln "/dz is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency characterizing the dry static stability,371

f is the Coriolis parameter and the numerator is the vertical wind shear (Hoskins and Valdes372

1990). If we neglect variations in f and N and only consider the vertical shear of the zonal373

wind, then the thermal wind relates the Eady growth rate to the meridional temperature374

gradient and the transport is375

H $

!

#
dT

dy

"!

#
dT

dy

"

=

!

dT

dy

"2

, (3)

where the constant of proportionality is still positive. This can be seen as a highly simplified376

version of the eddy heat flux parameterization by Stone and Yao (1990). A change in the377

meridional temperature gradient, #(dT/dy), will lead to the relative change in transport378

#H

H
= 2

#dT
dy

dT
dy

, (4)

and a 1 % increase in temperature gradient will lead to a 2 % increase in eddy heat transport.379

If we consider the meridional gradient of the vertically averaged lower-tropospheric (900-380

500 hPa) temperature in the WV experiment (Figure 8 c, solid line) we see a decrease381

in this gradient in excess of 2% poleward of 40!. Our simple parameterization is thus382

unable to account for the increased mid-latitude transport in the WV experiment. The383

Eady growth rate (also averaged 900-500 hPa, Figure 8 a) has decreased in the entire range384

in accordance with the decreased temperature gradient, but the change is modest at 70!,385

where the temperature gradient change is large. Inspection of Figure 6 b shows that at386
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polar latitudes there is a near-surface warming, which apparently counters the temperature387

gradient e!ect on the growth rate by decreasing static stability. The decreased temperature388

gradient and Eady growth rate is not mirrored in the EKE (Figure 8 b) which increases over389

much of the mid- to high latitudes. We speculate that the stronger mid-latitude latent heat390

release in the WV experiment relative to the CO2 experiment (Figures 7 c and 9 d) can391

reinforce the eddies relative to the prediction of the dry dynamic Eady growth rate (e.g.,392

Emanuel et al. 1987).393

Figure 9 b and c shows the responses in the zonal mean meridional streamfunction in the394

WV and CO2 experiments relative to the control (shown in panel a). These responses are395

fundamentally di!erent: The response to the strong local low-latitude water vapor feedback396

is an upward shift of the maximum of the Hadley circulation, while that to the CO2 forcing397

is more of a weakening and a broadening. Comparing the heating rate due to condensation398

in the WV and the CO2 experiments (panel d) shows the deeper convective heating in the399

WV experiment and a larger low-level and mid-latitude heating. The latter di!erence is due400

to a slight poleward shift of the mid-latitude maximum latent heat release accompanying401

the widening of the circulation in the CO2 experiment. This poleward shift also shows up402

clearly in Figure 7 c, where the peak mid-latitude increase in latent heat transport is shifted403

10-15! poleward relative to that of the WV experiment. It is this di!erence in condensation404

heating that we suspect leads to the di!erence in dry static energy transport.405

The response of the heat transport components may thus tentatively be understood406

as follows: The circulation responds to the strong low-latitude energy input in the WV407

experiment (Figure 3 a) by deepening and intensifying the background features of the flow408

and increasing the net transport (Figure 7 a) by retaining the relative positions of minima409

and maxima in the latent and dry static components (Figure 7 b and c). In response to the410

CO2 forcing (Figure 3 a), however, the low-latitude circulation widens (Figure 9 c), the mid-411

latitude latent heating shifts poleward (Figure 7 c) and the structure of the dry static energy412

transport (Figure 7 b) is altered in a way that allows the components to approximately cancel413
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(Figure 7 a).414

4. Discussion415

Table 2 shows a simplified representation of the results of the WV and CO2 experiments,416

omitting those from the CLD experiment which shows only very small response. It gives417

the forcing due to the CO2 changes and the feedback due to WV in global average, in low-418

latitude (0-30!) average and mid- to high-latitude (30-90!) average. The same global average419

e!ect of $ 3.5 W m"2 is found due to WV and CO2 but the former has a considerably larger420

low-latitude value and smaller high-latitude value. When the change in meridional energy421

transport is converted to an area-averaged energy input, insignificant changes of ±0.1 W422

m"2 are found in the CO2 experiment, while changes of %0.5 W m"2 are found in the WV423

experiment. When the e!ects of forcing or feedback and energy transports are added, the424

total energy input to the boxes are equal in the two experiments and this is mirrored in425

the similar temperature responses (numbers in italic). In this simple picture, the meridional426

atmospheric energy transport adjusts exactly such as to counter the di!erences in energy427

input to produce the same temperature response. The conclusion is thus that in global428

average, the forcing due to CO2 is doubled by the water vapor feedback, and while this is429

not the case regionally, the atmospheric energy transport seems to even out the di!erences430

and ensure that it still holds. This result may be both fortuitous and model dependent, but431

is nevertheless compatible with earlier findings arguing that the climate system has a certain432

pattern of response which depends little on the geographical distribution of the radiative433

forcing but more on the internal feedbacks (e.g., Manabe and Wetherald 1980; Boer and Yu434

2003; Hansen et al. 2005; Langen and Alexeev 2007). The mechanism responsible for this is,435

however, still unclear: The results of Boer and Yu (2003) and the present study indicate that436

the heat transport tends to react to o!set imbalances produced by other feedbacks, while437

Langen and Alexeev (2007) propose that it is the sensitivity of the heat transport feedback438
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itself which is responsible.439

We will now use the information in Table 2 to estimate not only the global feedback440

parameters but also low- and high-latitude values thereof. Knowing the forcing, FCO2, due441

to the CO2 alone and the temperature response in the CO2 experiment, where surface442

albedo, water vapor and cloud properties are fixed, we may calculate the total feedback due443

to temperature and heat transport changes as444

#T = #
FCO2

#TCO2

, (5)

where all quantities can be thought of as triplets, containing global, low- and high- latitude445

values. Values are given in Table 3. The small heat transport change in the CO2 experiment446

is taken as part of the temperature feedback, #T , which is the sum of the Planck and lapse447

rate feedbacks #T = #0 + #LR. If we can estimate the former, we can calculate the latter448

from #T . We take the approach of Wetherald and Manabe (1988) to estimate the Planck449

feedback, namely by determining an e!ective atmospheric emissivity that yields the TOA450

flux from the surface air temperature, TSA, as451

FLW,toa = $!T 4

SA, (6)

where ! is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. This gives a value of $, which can be obtained452

from the control run. The e!ective atmospheric emissivity estimated this way shows some453

meridional di!erences depending on the climatological humidity and cloud cover at the454

di!erent latitudes, but the low and high latitude averages are both 0.59. Using these values,455

we then obtain local estimates of the Planck feedback as456

#0 = 4$!T 3

SA, (7)

and global, low- and high-latitude averages are given in Table 3. The lapse rate feedback is457

then calculated as #LR = #T # #0. In this manner, the heat transport change in the CO2458

experiment that we took as part of #T is thus taken more specifically as part of the lapse rate459

feedback. Whether to consider the heat transport as a separate feedback or as part of the460
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other feedbacks is a matter of choice. Treating it separately makes in this case only a small461

di!erence for #LR, but as we begin next to consider the water vapor and cloud feedbacks,462

there would have to be separate heat transport feedbacks associated with each of them which463

would vary in both sign and magnitude. To avoid this confusing picture we have chosen to464

include the heat transport changes as part of the feedbacks that induce them.465

The water vapor feedback including the associated heat transport change is now estimated466

from considering the rows labeled “Sum” in Table 2 corresponding to the situation where467

the system is forced by FCO2 and the water vapor feedback is turned on. The sum of the468

active feedbacks is given by the forcing and the temperature change as469

#0 + #LR + #wv = #
FCO2

#TCO2 +#Twv

, (8)

which permits us to determine the water vapor feedback #wv. We now estimate the cloud470

feedback including the associated heat transport change by finally also activating this in our471

linear framework. Knowing #Tcld(glob, low, high)= (0.07, 0.02, 0.12) K and the other active472

feedbacks, we isolate #cld from473

# = #0 + #LR + #wv + #cld = #
FCO2

#TCO2 +#Twv +#Tcld

, (9)

and provide the results in the last row of Table 3. Here we made the assumption of linearity474

in the combination of e!ects, but using the experiments where the water vapor and cloud475

feedbacks are activated one at a time leads to results that are in very close correspondence.476

Given these estimates of the active feedbacks, we can calculate a temperature change as477

#T = #
FCO2

#0 + #LR + #wv + #cld

, (10)

where as before, all quantities are triplets of global, low- and high-latitude values.478

We define polar amplification (PA) as the ratio of the high- to low-latitude warming479

and, inspired by Winton (2006), explore the e!ect on PA of the meridional di!erences in480

the quantities on the right hand side of the equation. We apply this with one feedback (or481

forcing) at a time, by replacing both their low- and high-latitude values by global mean482
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values. In the standard case, where all feedbacks (and the forcing) retain their meridional483

di!erences, the PA is given as484

PA =
#T h

#T l
=

F h
CO2

F l
CO2

"
#l
0 + #l

LR + #l
wv + #l

cld

#h
0 + #h

LR + #h
wv + #h

cld

= 0.80" 1.5 = 1.2, (11)

where superscripts l and h denote low and high latitudes, respectively. If a process is485

neutralized as described above and the resulting PA is greater than 1.2, it means that the486

meridional di!erences in the process in question tend to act against PA and vice versa. From487

the results shown in the “PA uniform FB” column of Table 3 we see that the meridional488

shape of the lapse rate feedback acts in favor of PA. In fact, Figure 6 f demonstrates that489

low-latitudes see a large decrease in lapse rate which allows the region to more easily radiate490

excess energy to space with only small surface temperature change. The meridional shape of491

the Planck feedback also acts in favor of PA. The combined temperature feedback #T thus492

strongly favors PA, while the structure of the water vapor feedback and the CO2 forcing493

both counter PA. This particular model’s weak cloud feedback is neutral in this regard and494

produces a PA of 1.2 as in the standard case when uniform values are used.495

Neutralizing the meridional di!erences in a feedback is a di!erent exercise from turning496

o! the feedback altogether. The rightmost column of Table 3 shows the PA that results from497

setting the feedbacks to zero at both low and high latitudes in eqn. (11). Not all feedbacks498

are included here because turning o! the Planck feedback yields negative climate sensitivity499

and non-sensible results. We note that turning o! the the lapse rate feedback has an even500

more PA damping e!ect than merely neutralizing its meridional di!erences. Turning o! the501

water vapor and cloud feedbacks lead both to a PA of 1.2, indicating that their inclusion502

makes no di!erence for the ratio of high- to low-latitude warming. In the case of the cloud503

feedback, it is simply because of its weakness. For the water vapor feedback, however, it is a504

di!erent way of stating the result we found earlier (e.g., in Figure 4 a) that the water vapor505

feedback (incl. heat transport) doubles the local sensitivity and thereby maintains the same506

level of PA.507

The omnipresent question of whether results obtained in one model will carry over to508
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other models and, more importantly, to the real world is naturally also relevant here. How-509

ever, comparison with Soden et al. (2008) and the feedback strengths arrived at in multi-510

model mean for the responses in their subset of 14 IPCC AR4 models using GFDL radiative511

kernels (their Figure 8) shows a convincing compatibility with the large-scale findings of this512

study. Their temperature feedback, #T , has a global average of #4.2 W m"2 K"1, the same513

number we arrive at. Typical low-latitude values are #5 W m"2 K"1 and high-latitude values514

vary between about #2.5 and #4.5 W m"2 K"1. For comparison our low- and high-latitude515

values are #5.1 and #3.5 W m"2 K"1, respectively. For the water vapor feedback, Soden516

et al. (2008) find a global mean value of 1.9 W m"2 K"1 with typical low-latitude values of517

about 3 W m"2 K"1 and high-latitude values close to 1 W m"2 K"1. Our global mean value518

is in close agreement (2.1 W m"2 K"1), while our low- (2.5 W m"2 K"1) and high-latitude519

(1.8 W m"2 K"1) values are lower and higher, respectively. While the global mean value520

is close, the meridional gradient in our numbers is thus lower, consistent with our choice of521

including in the feedback the heat transport contribution associated with the WV change.522

Although Soden et al. (2008) find regional variations in the feedback strength linked,523

for instance, to land-ocean contrasts and the Pacific Walker cell, the most striking feature524

is the very zonally symmetric structure apparent in both the temperature and water vapor525

feedbacks. This is due to the structure of the temperature field which bears the same526

characteristic and gives us confidence that our aquaplanet model configuration which targets527

exactly the zonally symmetric features does capture the most fundamental of e!ects. The528

fact that the numbers are so close in magnitude reflects the fact that the temperature and529

water vapor feedbacks are among the most consistent across models and likely also most530

faithfully represented and well-understood. The cloud feedback values vary both in sign531

and magnitude across the calculations of Soden et al. (2008) reflecting the large inter-model532

spread in cloud responses and we consequently place low confidence in our cloud-related533

results. Including land and sea ice would allow for albedo feedbacks at high-latitudes and534

this would further boost the polar warming leading to an increase in the water vapor response535
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and feedback. Again, if the water vapor feedback tends to double local sensitivity, an extra536

positive feedback would also be mirrored in the water vapor feedback.537

5. Conclusions538

The NCAR CAM3 atmospheric GCM has been modified to accommodate an on-line539

locking of the water vapor and cloud feedbacks. This is done by reading in hourly fields of540

water vapor and the five variables characterizing the cloud optical properties to the model’s541

radiation code from either a 1"CO2 or 2"CO2 equilibrium climate. To simplify the system542

and thereby ease the interpretation, we have used aquaplanet lower boundary conditions,543

excluded sea ice and fixed the surface albedo in all grid points. The latter change completely544

disables the surface albedo feedback from all our experiments. This idealized configuration545

has allowed us to isolate the temperature, water vapor and cloud feedbacks before progressing546

to a more complete system in future studies.547

We concluded that correlations between the water vapor and cloud fields would lead to548

biases when fields from di!erent climates were combined and the solution was to shift the549

two relative to each other by one year even in the control experiment. The global average550

radiative e!ect of the water vapor change was found to be almost equal to the CO2 forcing,551

namely about 3.5 W m"2. The meridional structure was di!erent, however, with a larger552

weight on the low latitudes. The cloud feedback was found to give a very small global average553

radiative e!ect.554

When the model was run with a slab ocean configuration we were able to see directly the555

climate change associated with the individual feedbacks and the forcing. Importantly for the556

soundness of the method, we found that the sum of the responses to the individual feedbacks557

and the forcing add up quite accurately to the full response with all included simultaneously,558

although a slight non-linearity is introduced by the clouds. Moreover, the locked-feedbacks559

experiment with all e!ects included gave the same response as the free-feedbacks experiment,560
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demonstrating that our method of de-correlating the input fields and considering the e!ects561

individually is viable way of decomposing the free-feedbacks experiment.562

The CO2 and WV experiments give very similar responses although the TOA radiative563

e!ects of the two are quite di!erent. We found that the meridional heat transport adjusts so564

as to exactly counter the di!erences and produce similar responses. This is compatible with565

earlier studies suggesting that the climate system possesses a preferred pattern of response566

near-independent of the forcing. The adjustment occurs in part due to an increase in the567

mid-latitude dry static energy transport, which is found in the WV experiment even in the568

face of a decreased meridional temperature gradient. We suspect that the larger mid-latitude569

latent heat release compared to the CO2 experiment reinforces the eddies relative to what570

is to be expected from dry dynamic theory and thereby increases the eddy heat transport.571

By estimating feedback factors for the di!erent feedback mechanisms, both globally and572

for low and high latitudes separately, we conclude that the water vapor feedback does not in573

itself lead to polar amplification. In fact, we saw that its meridional structure tends to quite574

strongly counteract PA. It does, however, tend to double local climate sensitivity, so that575

if other feedbacks produce PA, as the Planck and lapse rate feedbacks do here, the amount576

of high-latitude warming will be enhanced. The direct radiative e!ect of the water vapor577

feedback is responsible for part of this while the heat transport change associated with water578

vapor contributes further.579

While our conclusions may depend on the particular choice of model or experimental580

configuration, the temperature and water vapor feedbacks and their meridional structure581

compare well with those of the multi-model mean of IPCC AR4 models (Soden et al. 2008).582

Inter-model spread is generally high for the cloud feedback and we have low confidence in the583

robustness of our cloud-related results. On the other hand, the hemispheric-scale, zonally584

averaged features of the temperature and water vapor feedbacks and related conclusions are585

expected to carry over to more complete configurations. Inclusion of land, topography and586

sea ice will, however, potentially influence the regional specifics of the interplay between587
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feedbacks.588
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Table 1. Overview over data ocean model (dom) experiments (upper half) and the slab
ocean experiments (lower half). The naming of the experiments indicates the amount of
CO2 in the atmosphere (if CO2 is in the name it is 2"), whether water vapor has been taken
from the 2"CO2 run (if WV enters the name), whether the five cloud parameter fields have
been taken from 2"CO2 (if CLD enters the name), and whether the water vapor and cloud
fields have been shifted by 1 year relative to each other (shift). All slab ocean experiments
were performed with water vapor and clouds shifted.

Experiment CO2 conc Water vapor Cloud shifted
domCTRL 1" 1" 1"
domCTRLshift 1" 1" 1" 1yr
domCLD 1" 1" 2"
domWV 1" 2" 1"
domWV&CLD 1" 2" 2"
domWV&CLDshift 1" 2" 2" 1yr
domCO2shift 2" 1" 1" 1yr
CTRL 1" 1" 1" 1yr
CLD 1" 1" 2"
WV 1" 2" 1"
WV&CLD 1" 2" 2" 1yr
CO2 2" 1" 1" 1yr
CO2&CLD 2" 1" 2"
CO2&WV 2" 2" 1"
CO2&WV&CLD 2" 2" 2" 1yr
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Table 2. Rad e!ect: The global average, low-latitude (0-30!) average and mid-to-high-
latitude (30-90!) average of the direct radiative e!ect due to CO2 and WV (and their sum).
Transport: The area average energy input due to the change in meridional energy transport
across 30!. Rad+Transp: The sum of the above. Response: The surface temperature changes
in the two experiments. The numbers in italic are referred to in the text.

Global 0-30! 30-90!

Rad e!ect
CO2 (W m"2) 3.4 3.8 3.0
WV (W m"2) 3.5 4.6 2.4
Sum (W m"2) 6.9 8.4 5.4
Transport
CO2 (W m"2) 0 0.1 -0.1
WV (W m"2) 0 -0.5 0.5
Sum (W m"2) 0 -0.4 0.4
Rad+Transp
CO2 (W m"2) 3.4 3.9 2.9
WV (W m"2) 3.5 4.1 2.9
Sum (W m"2) 6.9 8.0 5.8
Response
CO2 (K) 0.80 0.74 0.86
WV (K) 0.81 0.75 0.87
Sum (K) 1.61 1.49 1.73
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Table 3. Global, low- and high-latitude values of the estimated feedback parameters in units
of W m"2 K"1 (forcing values are in W m"2). In the two last columns, polar amplifications
are calculated as the ratio of high- to low-latitude warming. The PA is calculated both
by using the global average value of the particular feedback (or forcing) at both low and
high latitudes “PA uniform FB” and by setting the feedback to zero at both low and high
latitudes (“PA zero FB”).

Feedback Symbol Global 0-30! 30-90! PA uniform FB PA zero FB
Full # #2.0 #2.5 #1.6 1.2
Forcing FCO2 3.4 3.8 3.0 1.5
Temperature #T #4.2 #5.1 #3.5 0.57
Planck #0 #3.2 #3.5 #3.0 0.95
Lapse rate #LR #1.0 #1.6 #0.54 0.73 0.66
Water vapor #wv 2.1 2.5 1.8 1.8 1.2
Cloud #cld 0.088 0.032 0.12 1.2 1.2
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1 (a) Annual and zonal average surface temperatures (K) in the equilibrium722

1"CO2 and 2"CO2 climates in the “free” runs with interactively calculated723

clouds and moisture (left axis) and the temperature change (dT) calculated724

as the di!erence between the two (right axis). (b) and (c) Annual and zonal725

average water vapor (kg/kg) and cloud fraction changes between the 1"CO2726

and 2"CO2 climates. 37727

2 (a) Radiative e!ect of moisture and cloud de-correlation with 1"CO2 (solid,728

domCTRLshift#domCTRL) and with 2"CO2 moisture and clouds (dashed,729

domWV&CLDshift#domWV&CLD). (b) Radiative e!ect of changing cloud730

and moisture fields from their 1"CO2 to their 2"CO2 climatologies when they731

have been shifted (solid, domWV&CLDshift#domCTRLshift) and when they732

are simultaneous (dashed, domWV&CLD#domCTRL). 38733

3 (a) Radiative e!ect or forcing due to changing water vapor (solid, domWV#domCTRLshift)734

and CO2 (dashed, domCO2shift#domCTRLshift). (b) Radiative e!ect of735

changing cloud fields (domCLD#domCTRLshift). These are all evaluated as736

the top-of-atmosphere change in fixed SST experiments. 39737

4 (a) Surface temperature change (K) in slab ocean experiments due to CO2738

changes (dashed, CO2#CTRL), water vapor changes (solid, WV#CTRL) and739

cloud changes (dotted, CLD#CTRL). (b) Temperature change (K) with all740

e!ects changed (solid, CO2&WV&CLD#CTRL) compared to the sum of the741

curves in panel (a) (dashed) and the change in the “free” experiments with742

interactively calculated clouds and moisture (dotted). Curves in all panels743

have been symmetrized about the equator. 40744
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change in the “free” experiments with interactively calculated clouds and753

moisture. All panels have been symmetrized. 42754
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(b) and (c) as in (a) but for dry static energy and latent heat components.757
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ground climate (in grey, right axis). (d)-(f) Total moist static energy, dry759
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ter vapor and CO2 (solid) and the sum of the changes in the panels above761

(dashed) for comparison. All panels have been anti-symmetrized. 43762
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!BI , as defined in the text. Shown are WV#CTRL (solid) and CO2#CTRL764

(dashed). (b) The same but for 900-500 hPa averaged eddy kinetic energy.765

(c) Relative change in meridional temperature gradient also averaged 900-500766
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9 (a) Zonal mean meridional mass streamfunction in the control climate (CTRL)768

at latitudes #60! to 60!. (b) and (c) Changes due to moisture (WV#CTRL)769

and CO2 (CO2#CTRL), respectively. (d) Zonal mean di!erence in heat-770

ing rate due to latent heat release between the WV and CO2 experiments771
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Fig. 1. (a) Annual and zonal average surface temperatures (K) in the equilibrium 1"CO2

and 2"CO2 climates in the “free” runs with interactively calculated clouds and moisture
(left axis) and the temperature change (dT) calculated as the di!erence between the two
(right axis). (b) and (c) Annual and zonal average water vapor (kg/kg) and cloud fraction
changes between the 1"CO2 and 2"CO2 climates.
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Fig. 2. (a) Radiative e!ect of moisture and cloud de-correlation with 1"CO2

(solid, domCTRLshift#domCTRL) and with 2"CO2 moisture and clouds (dashed,
domWV&CLDshift#domWV&CLD). (b) Radiative e!ect of changing cloud and mois-
ture fields from their 1"CO2 to their 2"CO2 climatologies when they have been shifted
(solid, domWV&CLDshift#domCTRLshift) and when they are simultaneous (dashed,
domWV&CLD#domCTRL).
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Fig. 3. (a) Radiative e!ect or forcing due to changing water vapor (solid,
domWV#domCTRLshift) and CO2 (dashed, domCO2shift#domCTRLshift). (b) Radia-
tive e!ect of changing cloud fields (domCLD#domCTRLshift). These are all evaluated as
the top-of-atmosphere change in fixed SST experiments.
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Fig. 4. (a) Surface temperature change (K) in slab ocean experiments due to CO2

changes (dashed, CO2#CTRL), water vapor changes (solid, WV#CTRL) and cloud
changes (dotted, CLD#CTRL). (b) Temperature change (K) with all e!ects changed (solid,
CO2&WV&CLD#CTRL) compared to the sum of the curves in panel (a) (dashed) and the
change in the “free” experiments with interactively calculated clouds and moisture (dotted).
Curves in all panels have been symmetrized about the equator.
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Fig. 5. (a) Surface temperature change (K) due to changing water vapor in a 1"CO2

background climate (solid, WV#CTRL) and a 2"CO2 background climate (dashed,
CO2&WV&CLD#CO2&CLD). (b) As in (a) but for cloud fields. Curves in all panels have
been symmetrized about the equator.
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Fig. 6. Annual and zonal average atmospheric temperature change (K) due to chang-
ing clouds (a, CLD#CTRL), changing water vapor (b, WV#CTRL), changing CO2 (c,
CO2#CTRL) and changing all three (d, CO2&WV&CLD#CTRL). For comparison is shown
(e) the sum of the changes (a)+(b)+(c) and the change in the “free” experiments with in-
teractively calculated clouds and moisture. All panels have been symmetrized.
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Fig. 7. Northward atmospheric energy transport changes (PW). (a) Total moist static
energy transport change due to changing water vapor (solid) and CO2 (dashed). (b) and (c)
as in (a) but for dry static energy and latent heat components. Also shown in panels (a)-(c)
is the full value of the transport in the background climate (in grey, right axis). (d)-(f) Total
moist static energy, dry static energy and latent heat transport changes due to changing
both water vapor and CO2 (solid) and the sum of the changes in the panels above (dashed)
for comparison. All panels have been anti-symmetrized.
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Fig. 8. (a) Change in lower-tropospheric (900-500 hPa) averaged Eady growth rate, !BI ,
as defined in the text. Shown are WV#CTRL (solid) and CO2#CTRL (dashed). (b) The
same but for 900-500 hPa averaged eddy kinetic energy. (c) Relative change in meridional
temperature gradient also averaged 900-500 hPa.
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Fig. 9. (a) Zonal mean meridional mass streamfunction in the control climate (CTRL)
at latitudes #60! to 60!. (b) and (c) Changes due to moisture (WV#CTRL) and CO2

(CO2#CTRL), respectively. (d) Zonal mean di!erence in heating rate due to latent heat
release between the WV and CO2 experiments (WV#CO2).
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